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HOPE CHURCH
The Church can’t live without it!





STRATEGON 
SOPHIA





Strategos = General 

Sophia = knowledge or wisdom 

Strategon Sophia = General’s Wisdom



Every minute of planning saves 
2 in execution...



1. Every great organization plans strategically.

2.  God’s word instructs planning and strategy.

Why Plan Strategically:

3.  We are to be stewards of the church.

4.  Translates concepts into blueprints.

5.  Interests and ideas are made purposeful.

6.  Strategic planning directs the organization with 
intention.



1 Corinthians 9:26, 27b

Genesis 6

Why Plan Strategically:

The Book of Acts

Luke 14:28

Habakuk 2:2,3



vs.



Bullet Shotgun

vs.



What plan strategically?
Strategic Planning









1. Strategy must be a priority.

2.  Strategy must be taught.

Strategic Culture:

3.  It is leadership’s responsibility.

“There are no bad teams, only bad leaders.” 
- Extreme Ownership, Leif Baban



1.  Choose strategic thinking

- Remove your stinkin’ thinkin’!

Strategic Thinking:



Critical questions for strategic thinking:

1.  How will this idea or decision affect the future of the 
organization or department?

Strategic Thinking:

2.  Does this idea or decision compliment or conflict with 

the vision?

3.  Does this idea or decision align with our core values?

4.  Does this idea or decision build upon another great 

idea or initiative?



Critical questions for strategic thinking:

5.  Does this idea or decision create an interdepartmental 
collision or collateral damage?

Strategic Thinking:

6.  What is the financial impact of this idea or decision?

7.  Do we have the personnel (or volunteers) to implement?



2.  Choose a strategic embrace or merging trends.

- Evolve, not dissolve.

Strategic Thinking:

We cannot ignore new opportunities because of old

habits and  a dated mentality.



3.  Choose a strategic approach to staffing.

Strategic Thinking:





4.  Choose strategic action with courage and faith 
over comfort and convenience.

Strategic Thinking:

“He who runs with the pack does not win the race!”

The biggest fail on the Church’s part is to mistake 
tradition for Kingdom impact!

Don’t resist because you don’t understand.



1.  Vision
2.  Mission

Strategic Planning 
Components:

3.  Values and behaviors
4.  Objectives

5.  Goals
6.  Strategies

7.  Tactics



Vision and Mission: 
-How do we intend to win in this business or 

ministry?

-Gives people a clear sense of the direction and 
the inspiration to feel they are a part of something 
big and important.


Strategic Planning 
Components:

Vision:  a picture of a desired future.

Mission: an important goal or purpose that is 
accompanied by strong conviction; a calling or 

vocation; a sending or being sent for some duty or 
purpose.



Values: 
-Values are just behaviors the organization considers 

vital to its mission and vision.


Strategic Planning

Components:

-So descriptive that they leave little to the imagination.

-Must be used as marching orders because they are 
the “How” AND the “Why” of the mission.

-Reward people who exhibit them!

-Mission and values have to be mutually enforcing.



Values: Examples

Strategic Planning

Components:

God-centric
Creative

Young minded
Diverse

Love people
Generous
Dynamic



Objectives: 
Objectives: something that one’s intended actions 
or efforts are intended to attain.

Example:  Be a church that reaches the lost.


Strategic Planning

Components:

Goals: 
Goal: Result of achievement toward which effort is 

directed.

Example: Host 3 events where the gospel is 

presented by December 31, 2017




A plan, method, or series of maneuvers of 
stratagems for obtaining a specific goal or result.


Example: Identify 3 dates for events to be held 
and 3 guest speakers and or bands.


Strategy:



Tactics: a plan, procedure or expedient for 
promoting a desired end or result.


Example: 
Tactic 1: Create a list of available speakers and 
venues


	 Tactic 2: Call the speaker’s agents

   Tactic 3: Call the venues


Tactics:



How do we execute a strategic 

Plan Execution:

Enforcing the plan: 

1. Structure
2. Right people
3. Alignment
4. Integration
5. Quarterly day 

1. IOU’s
2. Monthly meetings
3. Quarterly meetings
4. Semi-annual planning 



Strategic Evaluation:
What gets measured gets managed.

Data is where art and science meet and create a 

navigation system for success.

Mistakes and conflict become creative material if 

you choose to learn from them.

“We don’t choose adversity, but we can choose 
how we respond to it!” - John Maxwell



Objective: Be a church that reaches the lost


Goal: Host 3 events where the gospel is presented by 
December 31, 2017


Strategy: Identify 3 dates for events to be held and 3 guest 
speakers and or bands.


Tactics:  
Tactic 1: Create a list of available speakers and venues

Tactic 2: Call the speaker’s agent   
Tactic 3: Call the venues


Summary:



Initiative

Ministry within Initiative



Attendance(Goal:
Small(
Groups: Initiative(1 Initiative2 Initiative(3 Initiative(4

18mos 500 40 15 10 12 10
3yrs 900 65 25 20 25 20
5yrs 1500 90 40 35 50 35

Objective DFP Due(Date Budget Objective DFP Due(Date Budget Objective DFP Due(Date Budget Objective DFP Due(Date Budget

Case-Manager-Concept David 2/15/15 $2,500.00 Local-Nursing-Home Mandy 12/31/14 $1,000.00 Concert/Movie-in-the-Park Randy 2/28/15 $5,000.00 Small-Group-Coaching-Lunch Randy 3/1/15 $1,500.00
Hospital-Visit-Rotation Frank 1/15/15 $500.00 Thanksgiving-Dinners Randy 11/24/14 $2,500.00 Kids-Dinner-Theatre Mandy 3/1/15 $2,500.00

3-on-3-Tourney Kenny 3/15/15 $5,000.00

Total: $3,000.00 $3,500.00 $12,500.00 $1,500.00

Initiative(1(J(Spiritual(E.R. Initiative(2(J(Compassion Initiative(3(J(Outreach Initiative(4(J(Discipleship

Strategy(Table:((Southshore(Community(Church(2015
Vision:(Together-we-help-peole-find-and-follow-Jesus-Christ
Mission:(To-BE,-to-LOVE,-to-SERVE
Values:(Passion,-Surrender-to-God,-Transformation,-Unlimited-God-Potential,-Missional-Focus,-Fun,-People,-Relevance



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
1.   

 
 
 
    2. 
 
 
 
 
    3. 
 
 

What are IOU’s?  
• Requests exchanged in order to ensure growth & development is occurring and communication is open. 

o Requests can be personal, functional (position related), spiritual or strategic (organization related) 
o Requests can improve working relationships & communicate what each other can do to help do your job. 

• Ensures "loving people first" is intentionally happening and is a priority. 
• Examples could be...  

o “Greet me with a smile at the start of each day.” 
o “Help me set goals for my professional development in the next 1-5 years”  
o “Provide opportunities and suggestions for my spiritual growth” ,“Get involved in a small group” 
o “Complete Bible training”, “Read this book for your development and we will discuss it.” 
o “Be present in meetings, focused and engaged.” Be on time to meetings. 

 
Guidelines (non-negotiable)  

o 1:1s are never placed into personnel files  
o Direct report shares their IOUs first then supervisor/manager/department head.   
o Neither side defends or argues but use the IOUs to engage in discussion.  
o Give specific examples to demonstrate a point or ask for clarification where needed. 
o At monthly 1:1 meeting, review past month’s IOUs first. Talk about what has improved / changed. Some 

IOU’s will carry over and others will not. New ones may be added. 
o Exchange prayer requests and spend time praying for each other. 

 
Tips to ensure an effective 1:1 Meeting and IOU exchange 

o Commit to being prepared for these meetings - don't "wing it".  
o Be present and engaged in the meeting. 
o Ego and title needs to be left at the door. This is about partnering with others to improve leadership  
o Bring 2 copies of your IOU’s so both have a copy to walk away from the meeting with. 
o Send meeting requests for all meetings – have 1:1 Meetings the same day/time each month to ensure 

consistency. 
 
I have met with my (circle one) supervisor / direct report and we have discussed my Monthly IOU’s to 
him/her for the month of ________ in year 20_____. Based on this conversation, we have discussed some 

IOUs 
 
Date:    
 
From:  _____________  To: _________________ 

 
Not optional; utilized at monthly 1:1 meetings,               



Next Steps:
1. Confirm that your vision is clear

2. Identify an initial step you can take to begin to create a 
strategic culture

3. Using the template in your workbook, create and draft

one initial strategy to fulfill your vision

4.  Set a date to develop a strategic plan for your ministry

AND develop a strategic planning team to partner with you



www.invictusglobal.biz

http://www.invictusglobal.biz



